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` 503/-

Sr.No. Books Price

1 INSIDE THE BOARDROOM : How 
Behaviour Trumps Rationality by 
R. Gopalakrishna

Embrace the Future: The Soft Science of 
Business Transformation by R Gopalakrishnan, 
Hrishi Bhattacharyya

Inside the Boardroom explores the downfall 
of companies in the light of directors’ 
behaviour and its impact on corporate 
governance. R. Gopalakrishnan and Tulsi 
Jayakumar believe that corporate success 
goes beyond having significant knowledge 
of accounting rules and governance 
regulations. They boldly assert that 
directors’ behaviour in the boardroom is less 
rational than may be widely believed!

ONCE UPON A TIME, there was a family whose very name 
connoted wealth. The Vanderbilts had a vast empire built on 
freight through steamboats and railroads. Over a few 
generations, the wealth-worth billions in today's money-had 
been frittered away and the business itself faded as new 
options came up in the freight business. Their story remains 
an enduring example of what happens when business leaders 
fail to embrace the future and transform.

` 475/-

2 THE MADE-IN-INDIA MANAGER 
by R. Gopalakrishnan & Ranjan Banerjee

` 399/-

Two stalwarts of Indian business and 
academics examine this little-studied 
phenomenon and present a compelling 
argument that a unique combination of 
factors has led Indian management thought 
and practices to become a ‘soft power’ with 
the potential to impact global managers of 
tomorrow.

2019

2023



Sr.No. Books Price

5 CRASH: Lessons from the entry and
exit of CEOs by R. Gopalakrishnan

` 499/-

Through case studies of fifteen CEOs who 
rose and later exited as CEOs of well-known 
global and Indian companies, the author has 
argued that the exercise of power is one 
major cause. Power damages the brain of a 
leader, whether a CEO, a chairman or a 
director. Suggestions on how to mitigate the 
negative effects of power are also covered in 
this book.

2019

3 DOODLES ON LEADERSHIP:
Experiences within and beyond Tata
by R. Gopalakrishnan

 

This book is based on the metaphor of 
balconies of leadership. As a leader climbs 
upwards, the perspective changes from the 
transactional to the corporate and, further 
on, to the societal view

2019

` 500/-

6 WHEN THE PENNY DROPS: Learning
what is not taught by R. Gopalakrishnan

` 399/-

For centuries, we have learnt what is not 
taught through our own experiences and 
stories of others’ experiences. The author 
uses a framework of three worlds of the 
manager—the inner world, the world of 
relationships and the world of getting 
things done. The book encourages the 
reader to reflect on herself

2010

4 A Comma in a Sentence: Extraordinary 
Change in an Ordinary Family Over Six
Generations by R. Gopalakrishnan

` 650/-

This book, A Comma In A Sentence: 
Extraordinary Change In An Ordinary Family 
Over Six Generations is the personal and 
emotional journey of the writer written in 
his own words.

2013
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9 A BIOGRAPHY OF INNOVATIONS:
From birth to maturity
by R. Gopalakrishnan

` 399/-

The author explores how concepts turn 
into ideas, which then become prototypes, 
models and products, using the distinctive 
metaphor of biology, rather than physics. 
There are eight ‘life phases’ of innovations, 
and the pathway of each innovation is as 
distinctive as the passage of human beings 
through life.

 

PIVOTS FOR CAREER SUCCESS:
UNLEASHING PEOPLE POWER
by R. Gopalakrishnan & R. Srinivasan

Gopal and Srini bring together a subaltern 
view of the subject as also a high-level view 
from the hot, dusty environment of markets 
and factories to the dizzying heights of 
well-carpeted board rooms. They have 
written separately and independently based 
on their distinctive experiences, but argued 
and shared thoughts frequently over lively 
conversations.

` 410/-

2017

10 WISDOM FOR START-UPS FROM 
GROWN - UPS: Discovering Corporate 
Ayurvedaby R. Gopalakrishnan & R. 
Narayanan

The authors have significant management 
experience with established corporates and 
start-ups; one author’s exposure is weighted 
towards corporates and the other’s towards 
start-ups. They have pooled their knowledge 
and views to explain how start-up 
entrepreneurs can learn from the 
entrepreneurship of established companies.

` 499/-

2021

7

8

WHAT THE CEO REALLY WANTS
FROM YOU by R. Gopalakrishnan

` 350/-

This book explores what a manager must 
do to make the boss a partner rather than 
perceive the boss as an extractor of work. 
With every privilege, there is an obligation. 2012

2021
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SIX LENSES: Vignettes of success, career
and relationships by R. Gopalakrishnan

` 500/-

The author argues that there is no reality, 
only perception of reality. Perception is 
influenced by the six lenses through which 
we view the world: purpose, authenticity, 
courage, trust, luck and fulfilment. He 
expresses a rooted view, though with         
a faint hint of philosophy.

2016

12

14 SHAPERS OF BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS: 
How Harsh Mariwala ‘Groomed’ 
Marico by R. Gopalakrishnan

An eye-opening account of harsh mariwala’s 
vision, management style and actions taken 
to shape the organization.

` 395/-

2021

13 SHAPERS OF BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS: 
How Uday Kotak Built A Valuable 
Indian Bank by R. Gopalakrishnan

Inspiration and insights from the 
achievements and challenges of one of 
India’s greatest entrepreneurs. How Uday 
Kotak built a valuable Indian Bank is the 
sixth and final book in the series, Shapers 
of business institutions.

` 395/-

2021

11 THE CASE OF THE BONSAI MANAGER:
Lessons from Nature on growing
by R. Gopalakrishnan

` 399/-

No one sets out to become a ‘bonsai 
manager’, just as no plant is ceated by 
Nature to be a bonsai. Managers’ growth  
becomes stunted by their own acts of 
omission and commissson. To achieve 
their full potential, managers should 
explore new vistas of their being, drawing 
on their innate genius.

2007



18 SHAPERS OF BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS: 
How TCS Built an Industry for India by 
R. Gopalakrishnan

TCS Built an Industry for India is the first 
book in the series, Shapers of Business 
Institutions, and is a unique blend of 
a must-read business biography and 
a management classic.

 

` 395/-

2020

17

SHAPERS OF BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS: 
How Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw ‘Fermented’ 
Biocon by R. Gopalakrishnan

How Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw ‘Fermented’ 
Biocon is the third book in the series, Shapers 
of Business Institutions, which offers 
instructional and inspirational perspectives 
for aspirants in the fields of management 
and entrepreneurship.

` 395/-

2020

16

SHAPERS OF BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS: 
How Anil Naik Built L&t's Remarkable 
Growth Trajectory by R. Gopalakrishnan

How Anil Naik Built L&T’s Remarkable 
Growth Trajectory is the second book in the 
series, Shapers of Business Institutions. 
The book reveals ‘The Naik Way’—new 
theories of leadership and management as a 
catalyst to growth.

` 395/-

2020

15 SHAPERS OF BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS: 
How Deepak Parekh Grew HDFC Group 
Exponentially by R. Gopalakrishnan

A must read for its rare, yet untold insights, 
into the story of a shaper who breathed his 
own values of integrity and accountability 
into the DNA of an institution, that still 
remains true to its middle-class values.

` 395/-

2021
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